ABSTRACT

Turn taking in spoken language systems has generally been push-to-talk or strict alternation (user speaks, system speaks, user speaks, ...) with some systems such as telephone-based systems handling barge-in (interruption by the user.) In this paper we describe our time sensitive conversational architecture for turn taking that not only allows alternating turns and barge in, but other conversational behaviors as well. This architecture allows backchanneling, prompting the user by taking more than one turn if necessary, and overlapping speech. The architecture is implemented in a Reading Tutor that listens to children read aloud, and helps them. We extended this architecture to allow the Reading Tutor to interrupt the student based on a non-self-corrected mistake – "content-driven interruption". To the best of our knowledge, the Reading Tutor is thus the first spoken language system to intentionally interrupt the user based on the content of the utterance.

1. MOTIVATION

Rich turn-taking is a ubiquitous feature of human-human spoken dialog. Rather than merely alternate between speakers, people backchannel, take multiple turns, interrupt each other, and finish each others’ sentences (Fox 1993, Sacks et al. 1974, Duncan 1972). In tutorial dialog, rich turn-taking plays a substantial role in pedagogical effectiveness (Fox 1993). For example, the amount of time that a teacher waits after asking a question before answering her own question affects student learning (Stahl 1994, Rowe 1972) – wait times of more than three seconds lead to better student learning (Tobin 1987, Tobin 1986). In order to expand the capabilities of spoken dialog systems to handle rich turn-taking, we started with a domain with a relatively simple content-based discourse model – oral reading tutoring – that is also interesting and important in its own right. Because of the simple content of the interaction, we are able to focus on other aspects of the dialog – specifically, turn-taking behavior.

2. A READING TUTOR THAT LISTENS

Project LISTEN’s automated Reading Tutor (Mostow and Aist AAAI 1997, Aist and Mostow CALL 1997) builds on the speech analysis methods in (Mostow et al. 1994, Mostow et al. 1993) and the design recommendations in (Mostow et al. 1995). Unlike the reading coach in (Mostow et al. 1994), which required a NeXT machine for the student and a Unix workstation for the speech recognizer, the Reading Tutor runs in Windows™ 95 or NT 4.0 on a Pentium™, with a noise-cancelling headset microphone and a standard mouse. This platform is cheap enough to put in a school long enough to help children learn to read better. The Tutor incorporates materials adapted from Weekly Reader (a newsmagazine for children) and other sources. For other research related to using speech recognition to listen to oral reading, see (Bernstein and Ritschev 1991; Phillips, McCandless, and Zue 1992; Russell et al. 1996).

Roughly speaking, the Reading Tutor displays a sentence, listens to the child read it, provides help in response to requests or on its own initiative based on student performance. (Aist 1997) describes how the Reading Tutor decides when to go on to the next sentence.

The student can read a word aloud, read a sentence aloud, or read part of a sentence aloud. The student can click on a word to get help on it. The student can click on Back to move to the previous sentence, Help to request help on the sentence, or Go to move to the next sentence (Figure 1). The student can click on Story to pick a different story, or on Goodbye to log out.

The Reading Tutor can choose from several communicative actions, involving digitized and synthesized speech, graphics, and navigation (Aist and Mostow 1997). The Reading Tutor can provide help on a word (e.g. by speaking the word), provide help on a sentence (e.g. by reading it aloud), backchannel (“mm-hmm”), provide just-in-time help on using the system, and navigate (e.g. go on to the next sentence). With speech awareness central to its design, interaction can be natural, compelling, and effective (Mostow and Aist WPUI 1997).
3. CONVERSATIONAL ARCHITECTURE

There are several components to the Reading Tutor’s conversational architecture. First, a finite-state dialog model keeps track of the content state of the dialog. Second, an event-time hierarchy model keeps track of the elapsed time since various events, with events organized into a tree hierarchy. Thirdly, incoming events are recorded in the temporal model and may induce transitions in the content model. Finally, the conversational architecture has a “heartbeat” that evaluates a set of turn-taking rules five times per second and decides whether or not to take a turn based on those rules.

3.1. Finite-state content model

The conversational architecture separates the conventional content-based discourse model from the event-time temporal model. The content-based discourse model for the Reading Tutor is a simple finite-state machine. A portion of the model is shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Event-time hierarchy temporal model

The temporal discourse model takes physical events such as button presses and translates them into logical events, such as a request for help. Each logical event has its own event timer, that measures the time since that event occurred. When a logical event occurs, the event timer for that event is reset to the current time. In addition, there are some event timers that are reset by multiple events. For example, there is a “dead air clock” that is reset when the student begins to speak, when the student stops speaking, when the Tutor begins to speak, and when the Tutor stops speaking. When neither the student nor the Tutor is speaking, the dead air clock measures the amount of time there has been silence in the interaction. The grouping of events in this manner forms the event-time hierarchy temporal model. Figure 3 shows some Reading Tutor events.

3.3. Generating and Handling Events

Some events, such as clicking for help on a word, are generated by the student when clicking on objects. Other events are generated by the Listener, which interfaces with the speech recognizer and the speech/silence detection modules. Still other events are generated by the turn-taking rules as described below. All events are recorded in the temporal model (See 3.2 above). Some events may also have a side effect of causing a state transition in the content model.

3.4. Turn-taking rules

In addition to the event timers, four binary variables are used to represent the turn taking state of the interaction: is the Tutor speaking now? Is the Tutor taking a turn? Is the student speaking now? Is the student taking a turn? We distinguish “speaking now” from “taking a turn” because short utterances such as backchanneling should not constitute taking a turn. There are thus 16 turn taking states in this architecture, most of which represent transitions between participant turns. Five times per second, the architecture classifies the current turn taking state using the four variables and applies a list of rules specific to each turn taking state to decide whether to speak now or not. We use short-circuit evaluation: the first applicable rule fires, and the rest of the rules in the list are not checked. All thresholds in the architecture can be changed at runtime.

---

1 A previous version of this architecture, with fewer rules and less explicit conversational state, but fewer conversational behaviors, is described in Aist, G. S., and Mostow, J. 1997. A Time to Be Silent and a Time to Speak: Time-Sensitive Communicative Actions in a Reading Tutor that Listens. AAAI Fall Symposium Series, Boston MA, USA.
4. EXTENSION TO CONTENT-DRIVEN INTERRUPTION

In earlier versions of the architecture, the Reading Tutor interrupted the student only when the utterance was too long. Sometimes when students make mistakes they realize their mistake and correct themselves, but not always. A mistake on an early part of a sentence may prevent comprehension if uncorrected, so the Reading Tutor should interrupt an uncorrected mistake. In order to enable the Reading Tutor to interrupt based on a student's mistake, and to test the ability of the turn-taking architecture to generate a wide range of conversational behavior, we added a rule to the Reading Tutor that allows the Reading Tutor to interrupt the student in response to a non-self-corrected mistake. The full set of states and rules is as follows, with the interruption rules in boldface.

1. User turn, RT turn, user speaking, RT speaking
   1-a. If elapsed time for barge-in exceeds threshold, Tutor stops talking (this rule disabled to allow overlap)
2. User turn, RT turn, user speaking, RT not speaking
   2-a. If elapsed time for barge-in exceeds threshold, Tutor stops talking (this rule disabled to allow overlap)
3. User turn, RT turn, user not speaking, RT speaking
4. User turn, RT turn, user not speaking, RT not speaking
5. User turn, not RT turn, RT speaking
6. User turn, not RT turn, user speaking, RT not speaking
   6-a. If user’s turn longer than one minute, interrupt
   6-b. If heard an uncorrected error and elapsed time since last interruption exceeds “Interruption” threshold, interrupt the user.
7. User turn, not RT turn, user not speaking, RT speaking
8. User turn, not RT turn, user not speaking, RT not speaking
   8-a. If heard an uncorrected error and elapsed time since last interruption exceeds “Interruption” threshold, interrupt the user.
9. Not user turn, RT turn, user speaking, RT speaking
10. Not user turn, RT turn, user speaking, RT not speaking
11. Not user turn, RT turn, user not speaking, RT speaking
12. Not user turn, RT turn, user not speaking, RT not speaking
13. Not user turn, not RT turn, user speaking, RT speaking
14. Not user turn, not RT turn, user speaking, RT not speaking
15. Not user turn, not RT turn, user not speaking, RT speaking
16. Not user turn, not RT turn, user not speaking, RT not speaking
   16-1-a. If the Listener detected the end of the sentence – that is, if the student does not seem to be stuck in the middle of the sentence but rather seems to have finished reading the sentence – take a turn immediately.
   16-1-b. If the user hasn’t clicked on anything in a while, and the elapsed time on the dead air clock exceeds the “backchannel” threshold (~2 seconds), backchannel – say “mm-hmm” – and increase the intervention level – i.e. don’t apply this rule again until some other turn-taking state has been entered.
   16-1-c. If the elapsed time on the dead air clock exceeds the “take turn” threshold, take a turn – e.g. read the entire sentence.
16-2. Tutor took the previous turn.
16-2-a. If the elapsed time on the dead air clock exceeds the “prompt” threshold, prompt the student – for example, say “Please read this sentence.”

The rule for deciding when to interrupt the student is used in cases where the student is taking a turn and the Reading Tutor is not taking a turn, as shown above. In more detail, this rule is as follows: if the Tutor has heard an uncorrected error and has not recently interrupted, interrupt the student. An uncorrected reading error is defined as an error followed by at least the next word in the sentence. For example, if a student misreads a word and then reads the next word, the Reading Tutor would consider that an uncorrected reading error. A hypothetical but reasonable example is shown below:

Text: This computer listens to you read aloud.
Student: this com... copter listens
⇒ uncorrected reading error on ‘computer’

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have described an updated version of our time-sensitive conversational architecture that generates a wide range of rich turn-taking behavior, including backchanneling and taking multiple turns. We have further described the extension of this architecture to generate content-based interruption. In some sense the power of the model is shown by its easy extension to the new behavior of content-driven interruption. The model achieves some degree of simplicity by its factoring of state into content state (3 speech-handling states, excluding Paused) and temporal state (16 turn-taking states, plus additional continuous-variable information about elapsed time.)

Why use Boolean variables for the participants’ turn-taking status? We could have chosen to use a single variable turn = <student, tutor>, but we would have had to add values <both> and <neither> in order to adequately describe situations where neither the student nor the Tutor is talking, or where both are talking. Thus we would have turn = <student, tutor, both, neither>. At that point we might as well use two Boolean variables student-turn and tutor-turn to represent those four values. As well, the use of separate variables allows us to express our confidence in the value of tutor-turn separately from the (less reliable) accuracy of speech endpointing reflected in student-turn. A single four-valued variable would confuse these naturally separate measures.

Why distinguish between “turn” and “speaking now”? The original distinction was motivated by the speech/silence detection API. However, transient sound should not be recorded as a student turn. Also, slight pauses should not be recorded as the end of a student’s turn. We do however want to
represent the immediate audio state (“speaking now”), in order to check for cases where factors other than extended silence—such as the student reaching the end of a sentence—indicate it is appropriate to take a turn.

There are currently sixteen turn-taking states in the architecture, but not all sixteen turn-taking states have discourse rules associated with them. Some turn-taking states have no rules at all. Others have several. The turn-taking states with no rules at all raise an interesting question: Do they actually correspond to other reasonable conversational behaviors, such as adjusting speaking rate when reading something together, or are they just artifacts of the architecture?

What does this paper contribute? We have described the current version of our time-sensitive architecture. We have described how a small modification allowed the architecture to generate content-based interruption, to allow the Reading Tutor to interrupt a student to catch a non-self-corrected reading error. To the best of our knowledge, the Reading Tutor is the first artifact of the architecture?
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